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ABSTRACT 

The possibility of the manufacture of superconducting A15 Nb3Al 

wires by a powder metallurgy process was explored. A Tc value of 17 K 

and overall J c value of > 104 A/cm2 at 15 teslas and 4.2 K were 

obtained. The variations of both Tc and overall J c with the tempera-

ture and time of the heat treatment employed were investigated. Based 

on those, a multiple-step heat treatment was proposed and foun~ to be 

beneficial to both Tc and overall J c • It is believed that this 

resulted from the improvement of the superconducting characteristics 

within the wire. The variations of the overall J c with other pro-

cessing parameters were also investigated. They are the reduction in 

the transverse cross section, powder size, powder size ratio, and Al 

conteut. An increase of Al content from 3 to 4 wt % Al resulted in an 

increase of > 50% of the overall critical current density. However, 

a further increase by 1 wt% Al neither improved nor degraded the 

overall J c of the powder wire. The reduction in the transverse cross 
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s~ction was found to have a significant influence on overall J c • The 

measured critical current density increased monotonically with the 

reduction and was still increasing even for a reduction as large as 

99.994%. Based on the results obtained, the importance of the filament 

thickness of Nb and AI and the Nb-AI interfacial area in determining 

the critical current density was discussed. Preliminary characteriza

tion of the microstucture of the reacted layer within the powder wire 

was performed using a transmission electron microscope and the result 

was presented. 



CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 

The superconducting materials which show the greatest promise for 

the windings of high-field superconducting magnets are intermetallic 

compounds of stoichiometric composition A3B with the A1S crystal 

structure. These A1S compounds include the super conducting phases of 

They combine high critical temperature (Tc) with high upper critical 

field (Hc2) and high current density (Jc ). Values of Tc and Hc2 at 0 K 

for these phases are listed in Table I-I. For comparison, those of 

the superconducting bcc alloy Nb-Ti, which is extensively employed in 

constructing magnets to be used at fields of < 8 teslas, are also 

included. Though they possess much better superconducting properties, 

the AlS compounds are brittle intermetallic phases. They are therefore 

difficult to form into long lengths of superconducting wires as re-

qui red for use in high-field magnet windings. 

In the case of Nb3Sn and V3Ga, this manufacturing difficulty has 

been largely overcome by the development of the "Bronze"I,2 and 

"In-Situ" processes 3- 8 , which utilize the solid-state reaction between 

Nb or V and Sn or Ga dissolved in Cu. In these processes, continuous 

filaments of Nb or V are inserted or formed "in-situ" within a suitable 

matrix. The filaments and matrix are subsequently coextruded into a 

fine wire. Wires thus processed can be bundled together to form a 

tape. The AlS compound is then formed at the filament-matrix interface 

through a reaction which extracts the Sn or Ga from the matrix. These 

processes have been successfully employed for the manufacturing of 

high -field superconducting wires containing multifilamentary Nb3Sn or 

1 



Table I-I. Super conducting Properties of Promising A1S Compounds 

A1S Compounds 

Nb3Sn 

V3Ga 

V3 Si 

Nb3Al 

Nb3Ga 

Nb3Ge 

Nb3(AlO.8GeO.Z) 

-It Extrapolated to 0 K. 

18.3 

lS.4 

17.0 

19.1 

20.3 

23.0 

20.7 

-It 
Hc2 (T) 

30.0 

3S.0 

34.0 

33.0 

34.0 

37.0 

44.S 

2 



V3Ga for magnet windings. They are, however, inapplicable for thermo-

dynamic reasons to the manufacture of wires containing such A15 

compounds asNb3Al or Nb3Ge which have better inherent superconducting 

properties. 9 

Because of the inapplicability of the "Bronze" and "In-situ" 

processes, manufacturing research on wires based on the other promising 

A15 compounds has concentrated on the establishment of a fine admixture 

of the primary constituents and the subsequent formation of the A15 

phase through some direct reaction processes after the wire is drawn. 

At least four distinct manufacturing processes have been explored. 

These include: 

(1) The "powder metallurgy process", in which a mixture of powders of 

the primary constituents is extruded into a wire before reaction. 

This process has been utilized in the manufacture of the 

Nb3Al 10 ,II and Nb3Sn superconducting wires. I2 ,I3 Comparable 

critical current densities of .... 104 A/ cm2 at IS T were reported 

for both systems. IO ,12 In the case of the Nb3Sn system, Sn can be 

incorporated through the external or internal diffusion method. 

(2) The "jelly-roll or swiss-roll process", in which thin foils of the 

two constituents are superimposed and tightly wound around a 

copper cylinder and then extruded for subsequent reactions. 14 

A critical current density of ... 105 A/cm2 at 6.4 T and 4.2 K was 

achieved. This process was later modified and applied to the 

Nb-Sn system, in which thtn meshed Nb foils were employed. IS 

(3) The· "infiltration process", in which a porous compact of the 

refractory constituent is sintered, liquid - infiltrated by the 

other constituent, and subsequently drawn into a fine wire for 

3 



reaction. 16 

(4) The "direct solid-state precipitation proccess", in which a super-

saturated solid solution of B in A is mechanically deformed into 

a fine wire or a tape and the A15 A3B compound is subsequently 

formed by a precipitation reaction at elevated temperatures. 17 ,18 

The Nb3Al wire thus proccessed could have a critical current 

density of ~ 104 A/cm2 at 14 T and 4.2 K. 

The first of these, the "powder metallurgy" approach, offers the advan-

tages of an appealingly simple, flexible, and potentially economical 

manufacturing process. In this approach, the powder size, powder size 

ratio(s), and chemical composition can be varied with ease. The mecha-

nical deformation required is, in general, low and straightforward as 

compared with, e.g., the commercialized "Bronze" process. No interme-

diate annealing was necessary in this study. 

Nb3Al, first synthesized in the A15 crystal structure and found to 

have a Tc of 17.5 K,19,20 has long been interested not only because of 

its good superconducting properties21~24 but also its controversies in 

the higher temperature homogeneity range25- 27 and electronic band 

structure. 28-32 The Tc value was later raised to 18.8 K using a 

variety of heat treatments. 21 The Hc2 value at o K was found to be 

over 30 T,22 and J c was recently reported to have a value as high as 

105 A/cm2 near 20 T at 4.2 K.23,24 Unlike well-ordered, stoichiometric 

compounds such as ND3Sn and V3Si, Nb3Al does not exhibit a high density 

of states at the Fermi level e:tther by heat capaci ty21,28 or magnetic 

susceptibility measurements. 21 ,29 A high density of states at the 

Fermi level is believed to play an important role in the favorable 

occurrence· of high-Tc superconductivity in the conventional model. 30 

4 
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Recent analyses by both superconducting tunneling3l and critical field 

measurements 32 on Nb-AI thin films, however, suggested that the phonon-

mode softening might be a more important factor. In spite of these 

controversies, many methods. have been developed to fabricate practical 

superconductors due to its excellent superconducting 

properties. lO ,ll,l4,l7,l8,33-37 

In this thesis, the results of the developmental research on 

powder- metallurgy - processed AlS Nb3AI superconducting wires are 

presented. The fabrication of a good superconducting wire requires 

the control of at least two distinct aspects of the AlS phase: its 

internal composition and state of order, which determine its inherent 

superconducting characteristics, and its microstructural distribution 

within the wire, including such factors as its volume fraction, grain 

size, and continuity, which determine the peak critical current a phase 

of given internal state can transport. The body of this thesis con-

sists of two chapters. The experimental procedure employed is des-

cribed in the next chapter. It includes the details of the powder 

metallurgy process, the superconducting property measurements, and 

methods utilized to study the metallurgical characteristics of the 

product wires. Chapter III concentrates on the characterization of 

metallurgical characteristics of powder-metallurgy-processed wires and 

modification of processing to improve the microstructure and to enhance 

the inherent superconducting characteristics of the AlS phase. A 

discussion on the importance· of the .. ,thickness of Nb and AI filaments 

and the Nb - AI interfacial area in the unreacted wire is presented at 

the end of Chapter III. 



CHAPTER II~ EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The powder metallurgy ( P/M ) approach is a series of simple and 

straightforward processes, which begins with powder preparation, then 

mechanical deformation, and the introduction of the A15 phase through 

heat treatments (Figure 11-1 ). The powder preparation includes 

choosing the powders and Al content, dehydrogenation of Nb hydride 

powders, and thorough mixing of the constituent powders. Themechani

cal deformation includes compacting, form-rolling, swaging, and wire

drawing. Heat treatments were performed at the temperature range of 

700 - llOO°C. Neither the intermediate annealing nor the geometry 

consideration ( except the size ratio(s) among constituent powders ) is 

required. The material and processing characteristics for the samples 

used are outlined in Table II-I. 

A. Preparation of Powders 

High purity Al powders and Nb hydride powders1 were first sized by 

screening through appropriate sieves. 2 Because the smallest opening 

of the sieves available was about 40 microns, a microparticle classi-

fier3 was used to obtain a finer sizing of the powders. These powders 

are shown in two scanning electron micrographs in Figure 11-2. The Nb 

powders in Figure II-2a appear to be facet-like, which indicates the 

brittleness of powders introduced by the hydride process. This bri

ttleness was used to obtain Nb powders of sizes < 50 microns by 

crushing powders of several hundred microns in size against steel 

beads. One of the advantages of employing this method, rather than 

6 
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Figure II-I. Schematic description of the powder metallurgy approach 

employed in the manufacture the A15 Nb3Al superconducting 

wires. 
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Table II-I. Sample Characteristics of Powder Metallurgy Processed 

Nb-Al Wires 

Sample 

Number 

80824 

810422 

810608 

811027 

Chemical 

Composion 

5 wt% Al 

3 wt% Al 

4 wt% Al 

5 wt% Al 

Initial Powder 

Size (lJIl) 

Nb 

62-105 

( 37 

..... 54 

..... 54 

Al 

( 44 

( 10 

..... 20 

..... 20 

* Excluding the cladding material. 

( 

Areal 

Reduction 

Ratio 

400 

1400 

7000 

630-17,700 

Diameter* 

(mm) 

0.18 

0.22 

0.11 

0.11 

9 



Figure 11-2. Scanning electron micrographs of the Nb and AI powders 

employed: (a) Nb hydride powders , manufactured by the 

hydrogenation of zone - refined Nb, are facet-like and 

have sharp edges. (b) AI powders, manufactured by the 

atomization process, are round 

surfaces. 

and have smoother 

10 
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just using small powders manufactured by processes like atomization, 

is that the resultant powders' would contain less impurities, e.g., 

oxygen and silicon. However, this method could not reduce the amount 

of tantalum present, which was typically on the order of 500 ppm •. 

Impurities could be very crucial in det~rmining the deformab1lity of 

the powders, since it is known that even a small amount of impurities, 

especially interstitial type, would have a nontrivial contribution to 

the microhardness of powders. 

Flukiger et al. 4 have used tliesame process to acquire the Nb 

powders. They also compared the properties of the Nb powders fabri-

cated by different processes4 ,S and concluded that the zone - refined, 

hydride - dehydride - processed Nb powders gave the most satisfactory 

result. The Al powders, fabricated by the atomization process , as 

shown in Figure II7"2b, have round shapes and smoother surfaces compared 

to Nb powders. It is noticed that the size 'distribution of Nb and Al 

~, : 
powders are quite narrow, which justifies our method'.of sizing. 

The Nb hydride' powders are dehydrogenated "by appropriate heat 

treatments. They were first put in a ceramic crucible and tightly 

covered with two tantalum nets • The opening of the nets was small 

enough to avoid Nb powders from .. popping .. out of the crucible . during 

the heat treatment, yet still allowed.the hydrogen gas produced to 

pass through. The crucible was then seated in a Brew furnace and the 

whole chamber was evacuated. When the pressure dropped to> 10-6 - 10-7 

torr, the temperature was increased to 700°C. The hydrogen gas pro-

duced would bring the pressure up to 10-2 - 10-3 torr initially • The 

process was considered to be completed after the pressure had reached 

10-6 - 10-7 torr again and had a negligible increase if the temperature 

12 
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were to be raised by 100°C for several minutes. This usually happened 

after an hour or so for a sample weighed about 100g. 

After furnace - cooling to room temperature, the chamber was back

filled with argon gas, an inert gas heavier than air. The crucible 

was quickly transferred to a vacuum chamber in which AI powders of 

chosen weight and size were added to the now hydride - dehydride Nb 

powders. The powder mixture was then transferred into another bottle 

and filled with argon gas. The tightly closed bottle was machine-

mixed for half an hour or so to achieve thorough mixing. Several 

inert beads were also enclosed to prevent AI powders from aggregating. 

Wires were made with three different AI contents: 5, 4 and 3 wt% (Table 

11-1) • 

8. Mechanical Deformation 

After being thoroughly mixed, the powder mixture was compacted in 

a cladding material with a typical compressing stress of 35,000 psi. 

Several materials , including Cu , were used as cladding tubes. Monel 

400 , aNi-based alloy,6 was found to have the most satisfactory per-

formance. Limited by the apparatus available, the mechanical deforma-

tion processes employed were form-rolling, swaging, and wire-drawing, 

instead of extrusion • Since the roller handles square rods better 

than round rods , all of the cladding tubes were made in the following 

way: A commercial round Monel 400 rod (melting point of 1300 - 1350°C) 

was warm - rolled to become a square rod. A circular hole was drilled 

in the center along the longitudinal direction. A short piece of 

round rod, which was of the same material as the cladding tube and of 

13 



a diameter slightly (2 - 3 mils) larger than the hole drilled, was also 

machined to serve as a plug , 'which in turn served as a piston while 

compacting the powder mixture Cladding tubes of various dimensions 

were used. The largest was 0.875 inch x 0.875 inch with a hole 

diameter of 0.568 inch. Before putting the powder mixture , these 

. tubes were cleaned by immersing in acetone with microwave - aggitation, 

followed by etching for 30 seconds in a solution of HN03 : H20 = 5 : 1, 

and then washed by alcohol, and blow-dried with hot air. 

The cladding tube containing the compacted powder mixture , was 

processed by form - rolling to reduce the transverse cross section down 

to about 3/16 inch x 3/16 inch. This long square rod was then swaged 

to obtain a round shape with a diameter of about 0.100 inch in order to 

be conveniently drawn. The wire - drawing process was proved to be 

rather easy if the areal reduction ratio , Ro ' defined as the ratio 

between the the tranverse cross sections before and after passing 

through the die, was no more than 1.10. In other words, the reduction 

in tranverse cross section should be roughly within 10%. However, 

. smaller reductions are preferred. Two kinds of dies were used: diamond 

and tungsten carbide. Though of better performance, the former is only 

available at small sizes. 

The reduction of the powder mixture is usually slightly larger 

than that of the entire wire. It is meaningful , therefore , to define 

another parameter , R , as the ratio between the transverse cross sec

tions of the powder mixture (instead of also taking the cladding into 

account as used to define Ro) before and after deformation. Signifi

cantly, an R value as high as 17,700 has been achieved. The improtance 

of R in affecting the superconducting properties will be discussed in 

14 
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the following chapter. The deformation process described above also 

has two main effects on the powders themselves: 

(1) Powders were elongated along the wire direction The scanning 

electron micrographs in Figure 11-3 , showing the wire configura

tion of an unreacted Nb 5 wt% AI ( 80824 ) wire ,clearly illus-

trates this effect. AI and cladding materials have been etched 

away. The Nb powders , or more appropriately named , the Nb fila

ments ,are all parallel to one another in the wire direction. 

Their average width is rather uniform throughout the wire 

examined ,as illustrated in Figure II-3b, which justifies the 

chosen approach for deformation. In Figure II-3a ,several Nb 

filaments stick out the surface of the wire. One of them is 

magnified and shown in Figure II-3c. In this figure, part of the 

filament is in the air , while the rest of it is cold - welded to 

other filaments. The average diameter of the Nb powders was about 

80 microns and the average width of the filaments has become about 

5 microns. Since the total volume is not changed , this implies 

that the average length of the Nb filaments would be 6.8 cm. 

(2) Cold - welding between powders was achieved. This effect is re

flected in the fact that the wire could be drawn without the 

supporting cladding after certain reduction and in the micrographs 

shown in Figure 11-3. The welding occurred, presumably, after the 

surface oxide layers covering the powders had been broken. The 

same phenomenon was also found in the Nb - AI tape fabricated by 

rolling thin Nb and AI sheets together7 and in the powder

metallurgy-processed Cu-Nb-Sn composite wire. 4 The distribution 

of these broken oxide layers inside the wire and the ~ffect they 

15 
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Figure 11-3. Scanning electron 

fications showing 

micrographs of three different magni

the configuration of an unreacted 

Nb 5 wt% AI (80824) wire. 
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had on the A15 phase formation 'mechanismwere;not clear. 

C. Heat Treatments 

The deformed powder wires were reacted to form the A15 phase at 
'i,4 

temperatures ranged from 700 to l100 0 C for various periods of time. 

The cladding material was etched away before heat treatment. The 

samples' were sealed in quartz tubes under an argon atmosphere, and 

were wrapped with, tantalum foils to pre'vent interaction with the 

quartz tube. int'eraction 
~ 

between and the The chemical the sample 

quartz tube, which could lead to erroneous results, has been report~d 

in other systems. 8 As a further safeguard against contamination, 

tantalum rods were also sealed int?,the quartz tube. Single - tempera-

ture heat treatments were used to outline the trend of super conducting 

properties with respect to annealing temperature and time. 
t 

Based on 

this, trend , multiple - step aging treatments were proposed to optimize 

the critical temperature (Tc) and overall critical current density 

D. Super conducting Preperties Measurements 

The principal super conducting properties of interest were the 

critical temperature (Tc) and the .critical current density (Jc). The 

critical temperature was measured by an inductive method using a cali~ 

brated germanium resistance thermometer. In principle , the change in 

magnetic permeability when the sample changes from superconducting to 

normal state is picked up by a coil around the sample and magnified 

18 
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through a change in the output voltage. The superiority of the 

inductive method over the simpler resistance measurement is that it 

requires no direct electrical contact with the sample. Thus the shape 

of the sample could be irregular. The resistance measurement usually 

gives a higher value. 

The overall critical current ( overall Ic ) of the wire was mea

sured using a standard four-probe technique in transverse applied 

magnetic fields up to 19 teslas. All of the measurements were per

formed at the National Magnet Laboratory in the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology. For comparison and simplicity, Ic was measured at a 

specific temperature, 4.2 K. After thermal equilibrium had been 

reached , a uniform magnetic field was applied transversely to the wire 

direction. The current passing through the wire was then slowly and 

steadily increased. The critical current at that particular field was 

defined to be the current at which the potential across voltage leads, 

spaced 5 mm. apart ,exceeded 1 microvolt. A typical measurement is 

shown in Figure 11-4 , where the x- and y-axis are the applied current 

through the sample and the potential difference developed across 

voltage leads, respectively. The vertical bar in the upper left corner 

stands for 3 microvolts. The noise is small and the potential diffe

rence rises rapidly after the critical current is exceeded. The 

overall critical current density ( overall J c ) was calculated by 

dividing the overall critical current by the total cross section of 

the wire, excluding the area of the cladding. 

E. Materials Characterization 
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The microstructure of the product wire was studied using a com-' 

bination of conventional x-ray analysis, scanning electron microscopy 

( SEM ), transmission electron microscopy ( TEM ), and microanalysis. 

Conventional x-ray analysis was perfomed with both Debye- Scherrer 

camera and diffractometer and was used for an overall determination of 

the phases present. Both SEM and TEM were used to observe the micro

structural state of the wire and the detailed microstructure of the 

reacted layer. The microanalysis was performed with a scanning trans-

mission electron microscope equiped with a energy dispersive x-ray 

spectrometer ( STEM/EDS ) and was employed to determine the chemical 

composition of the reacted layer. The SEM study was performed with an 

AMR 1000 scanning electron microscope operated at 20 kV. The micro

analysis and TEM studies were performed with a Philips EM 400 micro

scope operated at 100 kV. 

Samples for x-ray analysis ( diffractometer ) were made by closely 

placing several wires together , mounting them in the Koldmount resin , 

and carefully grinding and polishing by hands using emery papers and 

diamond paste to obtain a flat surface. Samples for TEM and STEM/EDS 

studies were made by grinding and polishing the tested wire to a thick

ness of 0.1 mm or less, followed by gluing the wire to the oval-shaped 

holder, and ion-milling to obtain sufficient thin areas. In the last 

step, a Dual Ion Mill 600 manufactured by Gatan Co. was used. 
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CHAPTER III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To optimize the powder metallurgy ( P/M ) approach , one needs to 

characterize at least three parameters of the product wire and to 

understand the relationships among them. These parameters include the 

metallurgical characteristics, the super conducting properties, and the 

processing parameters. The metallurgical characteristics include the 

phases present in the reacted layer, their microstructures and morpho

logies, in particular, the grain size, chemical composition and distri

bution of the superconducting A15 Nb3Al phase. The principal supercon

ducting properties of interest are the critical temperature ( Tc ) and 

the overall critical current density ( overall J c ). The processing 

parameters, described at length in the last chapter, include 

the powder size, the powder size ratio between Nb and Al, the areal 

reduction ratio (R), and the heat treatment. 

In general, the processing parameters would determine the metal

lurgical characteristics of the product wire, and the superconducting 

properties would be influenced by the metallurgical characteristics. 

A. Metallurgical Characteristics 

A.l. Preferred Orientation and Configuration of the Unreacted Wire 

The deformed powder wire exhibited a [110] preferred orientation 

along the wire axis due to the aligned Nb filaments. Figure 111-1 is 

a powder photograph of an unreacted sample of 5 wt% Al ( 80824 ) taken 

with a Debye - Scherrer camera. The texture is clearly revealed near 
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the 26 = 0 end on the right of the figure. The pattern is similar to 

the ideal [110] texture 1 shown in Figu~e 111-2. The arcs, symmetri-

cally centered about the ideal spot positions, have replaced the spots. 

The intensity of the arcs is the largest at their centers ~ indicating 

that more planes in Nb filaments tend to have the ideal inclination 

with the wire axis. There are less and l~ss planes deviating from the 

ideal value as the deviation increases. The texture still existed 

even after the wire had been reacted at 900°C for 25 hours. The pre~ 

ferred orientation of the Al filament along the wire direction is 

believed to be [111] , the close - packed direction of face - centered 

cubic structures. Limited by the equipment available, the more 

favorable transmission Laue method in studying the texture was not 

performed. The deformation of the Nb powder itself is also reflected 
(I 

in the very high dislocation density in the residual Nb filament, which 

is evident from the TEM study. 

The SEM and optical analyses of ·the unreacted powder wire suggest 

that the deformed wire contains a continuous filamentary matrix of .. 
Al in the interstices of theNb powders. The transverse and longitu-

dinalcross sections of two unreacted Nb 5 wt% Al wires are shown in 

the scanning electron micrographs in Figure 111-3. "T" arid "L" stand 

for transverse and longitudinal cross sect~ons, respectively. The Al 

has been etched away to reveal the surrounding Nb matrix. 2 The sample 

of lower reduction is shown in Figure 111-3a and 3b. Nb powders are 

slightly elongated along the wire direction and are still irregularly-

shaped at such a low reduction. For samples of much higher reductions, 

as illustrated in Figure 111-3c and 3d, Nb powders were deformed into 

parallel filaments of nearly uniform thickness. The magnification here 
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Figure 111-2. Patterns of ideal [111] and [110] wire textures. 
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Figure 111-3. Scanning electron micrographs of the transverse (T) and 

longitudinal cross sections (L) of unreacted Nb 5 wt% AI 

(811027) samples with two different areal reduction 

rat os (R = 40 and 7640). 
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has been increased by an order of magnitude to more closely examine 

the configuration of the wire. It is noticed that Al filaments have 

irregular shapes and are more like ribbons. Nb filaments seem to have 

formed a continuous matrix and are indistinguishable from one another. 

This confirms that the Nb powders have been cold - welded together by 

the deformation processs, as described in the last chapter. It is 

perceived that the reacted layer would also be ribbon - like. This is 

indeed the case, as will be shown later for samples of 5 wt% AI heat

treated at 900 0 e for 22.5 minutes. 

A.2. The Phases Present 

The reaction to form the A15 super conducting phase occurs at the 

interface between the Nb and Al. Since the reaction temperature is in 

all cases above 660oe, the melting point of the pure AI, the initial 

reaction is between liquid and solid phases. Reference to the binary 

Nb - Al phase diagram ( Figure 111-4 ) shows that three intermetallic 

compounds can be formed between Nb and AI at temperatures ranged from 

700 to 1l00oe. 3 These compounds are the A15 phase, Nb3Al, the ~phase, 

Nb2Al , and the aluminum-rich intermetallic ,NbAl3. All these phases 

are expected to form along the solid-liquid interface. 

The phase distribution in the reacted samples was studied by 

x-ray analysis and by conventional TEM in conjunction with STEM/EDS. 

The x-ray analysis , using the Debye - Scherrer method , of samples of 

5 wt% Al ( 80824 ) reacted at 750 - 1100 0 e for various periods of time 

revealed only Nb and a- phase reflections. This result suggests that 

theA15 phase is not the major constituent, but does not necessarily 
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Figure 111-4. Equilibrium binary Nb-Al phase diagram (Lundin and 

Yamamoto, 1966). 
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show an inadequate content of , the A15 phase because of the complexity 

of its diffraction pattern and the consequently low intensity of its 

diffraction peaks. The presence of the A15 phase in these samples is 

revealed by TEM and STEM/EDS studies and by the fact that the product 

wire can have a Tc onset of 15.5 K in the absence of the applied 

magnetic field and an overall Jc of approximately 5 x 103 A/cm2 in a 

transverse applied magnetic field of 12 teslas at 4.2 K. The A15 

diffractions peaks were later identified in samples of better overall 

Jc values with a diffractometer (see Figure 111-25 ). The NbAl3 

phase was also observed in several samples with a transmission electron 

microscope. 

A.3. Microstructure and Morphology 

As mentioned in the last section x-ray studies were unable to 

detect the presence of Nb3Al and NbAl3 phases in reacted 80824 samples. 

It was therefore necessary to look into the local morphology of the 

reacted interface using a high-resolution transmission electron micro-

scope. 

A TEM micrograph of the longitudinal cross section of a 80824 

sample reacted at 1100°C for 1 minute is shown in Figure 111-5. Three 

distinct morphologies are present at the previous Nb - Al interface. 

The residual Nb phase , lying in the lower left corner is characte-

rized by a fine microstructure and a high dislocation density. The 

dislocations are remnants of the wire drawing process and are not 

recovered after 1 minute at 1100°C, which is only about one half 

of the Nb melting point in the absolute temperature scale. Adjacent to 
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Figure 111-5. Transmission electron micrograph of a 5 wt% Al (80824) 

sample annealed at 1100°C for 1 minute. 
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the Nb interface, there is a fine - grained region, which microanalysis 

shows to be a mixture of the A15 and (1 - phases. Beyond the fine

grained region is a coarser- grained layer of NbAl3. No residual Al 

was found. 

Three typical x-ray energy spectra for the A15, a-, and NbAl3 

phases are shown in Figure 111-6. They were acquired by the STEM/EDS 

using a convergent electron-beam of a diameter of 100 A. The total 

counts of the whole spectrum was preset to 100,000 as a standard. The 

x- and y-axis are the energy in kev and the intensity in counts, res

pectively. In the middle spectrum, which was due to the (1 -phase, the 

scale of y-axis was deliberately doubled to show the low- intensity 

background. In the spectra for the A15 and NbAl3 phases the background 

had been substracted first and ,after the resultant spectra were 

plotted, was superimposed and plotted as a seperate curve for compari

son. As shown in the figure the Al Ka , Nb La , Nb K a , and Nb Ka 

peaks are well seperated and can be indentified without any difficulty. 

It is clear that the peak-height ratio between the Al Ka and any of the 

Nb peaks, e.g., Nb La' increases from the Nb3Al to Nb2Al and NbAl3 

spectra (from the top to the bottom in the figure). 

Because of the complex microstructure of the material present in 

the A15- a-phase mixture and the limited image resolution of the detec

tor employed, it was not possible to separate the two phases by the 

STEM/EDS used in this study. However, if the sample was given a longer 

annealing at HOO°C, the A15 and a-phases separate into distinct layers 

and the NbAl3 phase is consumed. The micrographs in Figure 111-7 

illurstrate the microstructure after 1.5 hours annealing at 1100°C. 

Figure 111-7a shows the A15 grains , which now have an average grain 
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Figure 111-6. Three typical x-ray energy spectra of Nb3Al (AlS), Nb2Al 

(0), and NbAl3 phases acquired by a STEM/EDS. 
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Figure 111-7. Transmission electron micrographs of a 5 wt% AI (80824) 

sample annealed at 1100°C for 1.5 hours: (a) A15 region 

and (b) a-phase. 
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size of about 3000 A. They are equi- axed and almost free of lattice 

defects. Obviously the grain growth has already started; for example, 

the grain with to sides, denoted by "A", appears to be consuming the 

smaller surrounding.. grains • The a grains , on the other hand , are 

internally defective, as shown in Figure IIl";7b~ The dark bands within 

these grains, e.g., those.denoted by "T's", are revealed to be cryst~l-

lographic twins by the microstrutural analysi.s~ A high - magnification 

TEM image of the twins in the same sample is sh6WIiin Figure lI~ -:- B. 

The width of the twins is typically of .... 350 A • 

It appears likely that the difference in defect characteristics 

can be used to distinguish the A15 and a-phases in the fine-grained 

layer which results from the initial reaction. A re-examination of 

Figure 111-5 shows that the grains in the fine - grained region are a 

mixture of defect - free and twinned grains. It is tentatively assumed 
" 

that the twinned grains represent the a- phase ,while the defect- free 

grains represent the super conducting A15 phase. The grains , having 

parallel black and white contrast and being on the top of, the A15-

a mixture, are believed to be thin layers of Nb. These Nb layers were 

parts of the residual Nb filament that was originally on the top of 

the reacted region. They were not completely etched away by the ion-

thinning process. This conclusion is supported by the TEM micrograph 

shown in Figure 111-9, which shows the reacted layer between two resi-

dual Nb interfaces of a sample of 3wt% AI (BI0422) annealed at BOOoC 

for 16 hours. The Nb filament on the left is almost etched away. It 

has very similar contrast, e.g., those denoted by "N's", to that of 

the thin Nb layers in Figure III-'S. It is noticed that the width of 

the reacted layer in this micrograph is about 0.9 microns , which is 
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Figure 111-8. Transmission electron micrograph of the ~phase of a 

Nb 5 wt% Al (80824) sample annealed at 1100°C for 

1.5 hours showing the crystallographic twins. 
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Figure 111-9. Transmission electron micrograph 'of a 3 wt% AI (810422) 

sample annealed at 800°C for 16 hours showing the 

microstructure of the reacted layer between two residual 

Nb regions. 
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smaller than that usually observed in the "Bronze"-processed sample. 

Figures 111-10 and 11 show other areas of the same sample shown in 
.-

Figure III-9. This sample was taken from a superconducting wire which. 

exhibited an overall J c above 104 A/cm2 in a magnetic field of 13 T at 

4.2 K. The microstructure adjacent to the Nb inter~ace, again, con-

tains a mixture of A15 and crphases. The NbA13 phase was not observed. 

If it is assumed that the substructurally twinned grains constitute the 

crphase, then it appears that the C1 -phase has a higher volume fraction 

within the fine-gr~ined layer. However, locally there is a sufficient 

volume of the defect-free A15 phase to establish a reasonably intercon-

nected , fine - grained structure. Both the fine grain size and the 

interconnectivity of the A15 grains are reflected in the high critical 

current of the sample. It is noticed, furthermore, that the width of 

the reacted layer varies. from larger than one micron down to as small 

as ; 950 A in Figures III-9, 10, and 11. This non-uniformity results 

from the rather large range of the powder sizes employed (see Table 

II-I). 

B. Control and Optimization of Tc and Overall Jc by Heat Treatments 

The P/M approach can be separated into three consecutive pro-
-. 

cesses, namely, the powder preparation, the mechanical deformation, 

and heat treatments. These processing parameters can influence the 

resultant metallurgical characteristics , which in turn determine the 

8uperconducting properties of the product wire. Ideally, the relation-

ships among the processing parameters , the metallurgical characteris-

tics, and the super conducting properties should be examined separately. 



Figure 111-10. Transmission electron micrograph of a 3 wt% AI (810422) 

sample annealed at 800°C for 16 hours. 
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Figure IiI-ll. Transmission electron micrograph of a 3 wt% Al (810422) 

sample annealed at 800°C for 16 hours. 
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Practically , however , one would first vary the processing parameters 

and measure the superconducting properties, then look into the metal-

lurgical characteristics to try to correlate them. In the following 

few sections , the variations of Tc and overall J c with each processing 

parameter will be presented and discussed. 

B.,!. Tc and Single-Temperature Heat Treatments 

The critical temperature of .the P/M processed Nb3Al phase was 

measured as a function of annealing time and temperature. The results 

for the 5 wt% Al (80824) samples, giyen. single~temperature heat treat-

ments, are plotted in Figure 111-12. Irrespective of the temperature 
\ 

range employed (700 - HOOOe), the critical te1nperature rises slightly 

on initial annealing and reaches a maximum at approximately 15.5 K. It 

then tends to decrease with longer annealing time. The kinetics of 

this characteristic behavior depends strongly on the temperature of the 

heat treatment used. The superconducting-to-normal transition width is 

less than 1 K in most cases. Similar "behaviors are also observed in 

other samples. The high-peak critical temperature exhibited by these 

specimens is surprising since the A15 phase in equilibrium with the 

a -phase at temperatures of 1100 0 e or below is expected to have a 

maximum critical temperature of only about 14.4 K. This value was 

estimated in the following way: Shown in Fi.gure III-13 is the· equili-

brium binary Nb-Al phase diagram in the vicinity of the stoichiometric 

composition of the A15 .phase , which was reported by Jordaet al. 4 

According to this diagram, the boundary between the single-phase (A15) 

region and the two-phase ( A15 + C1 ) region at 1100 0 e is at ~ 21.7 
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Figure 111-12. Critical temperatures of 5 wt% Al ( 80824 ) samples as 

a function of annealing temperature and time. 
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Figure 111-13. Equilibrium binary Nb-Al phase diagram in the vicinity 

of the stoichiometric composionof the A15 phase 

(Jorda et a1., 1981) • 
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at% Al. Kwo et al. 5 found that the increment of Tc with Al composi

tion, i.e., ATc/AC, was 1.9 K/at% Al. The maximum Tc of the AI5 phase 

they predicted was 20.7 K at the stoichiometric composition. There

fore , one can derive the Tc at 21.7 at% Al to be 14.4 K. Here it has 

been assumed that the Tc is a function only of the composition in the 

AI5 phase even in the presence of the a -phase. 

The reason for the high Tc is not yet clear, but may be due to the 

following factors: (1) the heat of formation resulted from the initial 

chemical reaction , and/or (2) the release of the elastic energy stored 

during the very heavy cold-working. These two energies could locally 

raise the temperature higher than that of the furnace. It is also 

possible that the reaction in the product wire , which forms AI5 grains 

of submicron sizes , cannot be simply explained by the result derived 

from the bulk or relatively homogeneous samples. 

B.2. Tc and Multiple-step Heat Treatments 

It is generally accepted that the critical temperature of the 

AI5 phase is determined by both its chemical composion and its long 

range order.6 From the equilibrium phase diagram ( Figures 111-4 and 

13 ), high temperature treatments tend to promote a more nearly stoi

chiometric composition of the AI5 phase. Heat treatments at lower 

temperatures , on the other hand , are expected to establish a better 

state of long range order.· In an attempt to improve the inherent 

characteristics of the AI5 phase, multiple-step treatments were there

fore proposed, beginned with a high temperature treatment to establish 

a optimum composition followed by an annealing at lower temperatures 
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with the intent of improving the internal state of order. These 

double - step treatments appear to be successful in substantially im-

proving the Tc onset. For example, a treatment of a 5 wt% AI sample at 

1100 0 e for one minute followed by 900 0 e for 22.5 minutes increased the 

Tc onset from 15.5 to 16.3 K. The result is plotted in Figure 111-14. 

The open circles represent the variation of the critical temperature 

with time for samples annealed at 1100 oe. The improvement of the Tc 

onset by the double-step treatment of 1l00oe/1 minute plus 900°C for 

various periods of time is represented by open triangles • The criti-

cal temperature rises on the initial annealing , reaches a maximum at 

16 .. 3 K, and then tends to decrease on further annealing. This behavior 

is similar to that of the single temperature treatment. Therefore, a 

third- step annealing at 750 0 e was added to the optimal double- step 

treatment to try to further increase the critical temperature. The 

result is also plotted in Figure 111-14 and is represented by open 

squares , which illustrates that the Tc onset is subsequently increased 

to 17 K by a combination of 1100 o e/1 minute plus 900 o e/22.5 minutes 

plus 750 oe/8 days. Further annealing was not performed, though the Tc 

onset seems to be still increasing. It is , of course , possible that 

these measured critical temperatures reflect the properties of the best 

of the superconducting material , and are not typical of the average 

material within the superconducting layer. On the other hand , the 

superconducting-to-normal transition width, represented by the vertical 

ba~ , remains to be small and is - 1 K ,which suggests that a general 

improvement of the A15 material has been obtained. 

It is interesting to note that the maximum Tc onsets of samples 

of number 80824, 810422, and 811027 given single-temperature treatments 
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Figure 111-14. Critical temperatures of 5 wt% A1 samples as a function 

of annealing temperature and time. 
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at 900 0 e are in the increasing order of 15.5, 16.0, and 16.2 K, respec

tively. The areal reduction ratio of these samples also increases in 

that order. However, no conclusion can be drawn for the moment since 

other parameters, e.g., powder size and A1 content, also vary from 

sample to sample. 

Other samples also showed improvements of Tc when given doub1e

step treatments. The Tc onset of a sample of 3 wt% Al was raised from 

16 to 16.6 K , an increase of 0.6 K , when first heated at 900 0 e for 

22.5 minutes and followed by an annealing at 750 0 e for 4 days, as shown 

in Figure III-IS. If the temperature used in the first step of the 

double-step treatment were higher than 900 oe, but with the same second

step treatment , a higher Tc would possibly be obtained since at the 

first treatment a better chemical compostion of the A15 phase would be 

established. A combination of 1100 and 750 0 e was performed and the 

result is plotted in Figure 111-16. The Tc onset was increased from 

15.7 to 16.8 K, an increase of more than 1 K, when a sample was treated 

at 1100 0 e for 1 minute and followed by an annealing at 750 0 e for 4 

days. 

B.3. Overall J c and Heat Treatments 

The current- carrying capacity of an AlS superconducting wire 

depends strongly on the volume fraction , chemical composition , grain 

size, and contlnuity of the A15 phase in the product wire. If t~e A15 

phase is not the major constituent in the reaction layer and is not 

continuous , other factors , such as proximity effect , must be taken 

into account. As described in sections A.I-3 , the microstructure in 
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Figure III-IS. Critical temperatures of 3 wt% Al (810422) samples as 

a function of annealing temperature and time. 
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Figure 111-16. Critical temperatures of 3 wt% Al (810422) samples as a 

function of annealing temperature and time. 
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the P/M processed. Nh3Al wire.is fine and complex but has not been 

clearly characterized yet. Therefore, a thorough correlation between 

the overall J c and the heat treatment in terms of metallurgical 

characteristics, was unable to be obtained. Preliminary results, 

however, are interesting and will be presented. 

The variation of the overall J c with the transverse applied 

magnetic field for samples of number 811027 , given various single

temperature treatments, is shown in Figures 111-17 and 18. All of the 

measurements were performed at 4.2 K. The trend of the overall J c is 

similar to that of the Tc onset. If the overall J c at a particular 

field were plotted versus the annealing time for a given temperature, 

the curve would rise slightly upon initial annealing , reach a maximum, 

and then tend to decrease as the annealing time progressed. For heat 

treatments performed at 900 oe, the maximum occurred around 22.5 minutes. 

The overall-Jc-vs-applied-magnetic-field-B-curve of a sample given this 

optimum heat treatment is plotted in. Figure 111-17 along with that of 

a sample annealed at the same temperature but for a shorter time 

(10 minutes).· These two curves are represented by open and solid tri

angles , respectively. At 750 0 e , the maximum occurred around 2 days. 

The overall-Jc-vs-B curve of a sample given this heat treatment and 

that of a sample annealed for a longer time are both plotted in Figure 

111-18. They are represented by open and solid squares , respectively. 

At both temperatures , curves for different annealing time are almost 

parallel to euch other at the fields measured. In other words , the 

optimum of the overall J c at these high fields for a paticular annea

ling temperature can be achieved just by finding the optimum time. 

Other samples seem to exhibit the same trend. 
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Figure 111-17. Overall critical current density of 5 wt% Al (811027) 

samples as a function of the transverse applied 

magnetic field. 
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Figure III-18. Overall critical current density ·of 5 wt% AI (811027) 

samples as a function of the transverse applied 

magnetic field • 
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Double - step treatments can also be employed to improve the 

overall J c of the product wire. The results plotted in Figure 111-19 

indicate that if the optimum heat treatments at different temperatures 

are combined together, a further increase of the overall J c at high 

magnetic fields could be obtained. Represented by open circles is the 

overall-Jc-vs-B curve of a sample annealed at 900 0 e for 22.5 minutes 

plus a subsequent annealing at 750 0 e for 2 days. Also plotted in the 

figure is the result of a sample annealed at 900 0 e for 22.5 minutes 

only. This is represented by open triangles. With the second 

annealing at 750 0 e, the overall J c at 14 T undergoes an increase of 

approximately 40% , which is far beyond the estimated 5% error.of the 

measurement. Again, the improvement is evident at all fields measured. 

In Figure 111-20 , the improvement of the critical current density 

of samples of 3 wt% Al by double - step treatments is plotted. The 

overall-Jc-vs-B curves of samples given different heat treatments, 

namely , HOOoe/1 minute + 750°/2 days , 80Qoe/12 hours + 700 0 e/1 day , 

and 800 0 e/12 hours are represented by open triangles, circles, and 

squares, respectively. The results illustrate that a sample treated at 

800 0 e for 12 hours undergoes an increase in critical current at high 

fields if it is given a subsequent annealing at 700 0 e for one day. 

Still better properties are obtained if the sample is given a brief 

high temperature treatment of 1100 0 e for 1 minute followed by a more 

extensive low temperature annealing of 750 0 e for 2 days. The overall 

critical current density of this sample as well as that of the double

step-treated sample shown in Figure 111-19 has exceeded 104 A/cm2 at 

14 T. An even better result is obtained, as plotted in Figure 111-21, 

for a sample of 4 wt% Al, which was given a standard heat treatment of 
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Figure 111-19. Overall critical current density of 5 wt% AI (811027) 

samples as a function of the transverse 

magnetic field. 

applied 
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Figure III-20. Overall critical current density of 3 wt%Al (810422) 

samples as a function of the transverse applied 

magnetic field. 
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Figure 111-21. Overall critical current density of samples of 3 and 

4 wt% Al as a function of the transverse applied 

magnetic field given a standard heat treatment of 

900°C/22.5 minutes + 750/2 days. 
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900°C /22.5 minutes plus 750°C/2 days. The overall J c is > 104 A/cm2 

at 15 T, even though the heat treatment used is not optimal, as can be 

seen from the results presented in Figure 111-20. The critical current 

is almost tripled when the magnetic field decreases from 15 to 12 T. 

If it is tentatively assumed that only the chemical composition 

and long range order of the superconducting Nb3Al phase are varied 

during the second-step annealing , and the variations of all the other 

factors are negligible, then the behavior of the critical current 

density with respect to the heat treatment, which is very similar to 

that of the critical temperature ,might be explained by the same 

reasoning used for the double - step treatments. However, as indicated 

in the beginning of this section , more extensive studies on the micro~ 

structure of the reacted,layer with TEM and microanalysis have to be 

performed if the overall critical current density is to be more closely 

correlated with the heat treatment. 

C. Influence on Overall J c of Powder Preparation and Deformation 

Process 

Heat treaments can have a large effect on the critical current 

density of the P/M processed Nb3Al superconducting wire as described in 

the last section. Figure 111-22 further illustrates this point. In 

this figure , the best and worst overall J c values of samples of 5 and 

3 wt% Al for all heat treatments performed were picked and plotted 

against the applied magnetic field. These data points ,for each 

sample , form the upper and lower boundaries of a band in which all 

other data points fall. The overall-Jc-vs-B bands thus drawn of 
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Figure 111-22. Overall critical current density bands of 5 and 3 wt% 

AI samples as a function of the transverse applied 

magnetic field. 
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samples 80824 and 810422 are denoted by "A" and "B", respectively. 

Band A is the result of the initial run and naturally contains all 

"good" and "bad" heat treatments. The overall J c at a particular 

field can differ by as large as a factor of 4. Band B also includes 

some "bad" heat treatments but has a smaller width. The critical 

current can at most differ by a factor of 2. 

Though the influence of the heat treatment is large, the optimi

zation of the current- carrying capacity by the heat treatment is 

limited once the optimum single- temperature treatment is found. 

Double - step treatments can at most improve the result by a typical 

value of 40%, if the heat treatments are carefully selected (see 

FigureIII-19 and 20). If, however, other processing parameters are 

varied, the critical current density could be much improved. For 

example, in Figure 111-22, the best overall Jc of bands A and B differs 

almost by a factor of 5 at 10 T, even though the latter has a lower Al 

content. It will be clear later that the superiority of the sample 

of 3 wt% A1 results from the higher reduction and smaller powder sizes 

employed. It is important , therefore , to study the variation of the 

current-carrying capacity of the P/M processed binary Nb-Al wire with 

the processing parameters besides the heat treatment. The results on 

two of the parameters , namely , the A1 content and the areal reduction 

ratio are presented as follows. 

C.1. A1 Content 

Samples of 4 wt% A1 (810608) and 5 wt% A1 (811027) were designed 

metallurgically to achieve an approximately 50: 50 ratio between the 
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reaction products ( A15 + a phases ) and the residual Nb in the trans

verse cross section of the product wiree Geometric considerations 

suggest that , for this purpose, the wire should be made of initial 

powders having a Nb to Al powder size ratio of approximately 287 to 1. 

These samples were therefore made with approximately this ratio ( Table 

11-1 ). Their superconducting properties have already been shown in 

the last few sections. 

Akihama et al.7 used similar powder sizes to those employed in 

samples of 3 wt% A1 ( 810422 ) and varied the Al content. They found 

that 3 wt% A1 was an optimum. Our measurements indicate, however, that 

the overall critical current densi.ty of samples of 4 wt% A1 could be 

better if the geometry of the final wire were carefully designed , as 

illustrated in Figure III-21. The overall J c of sample of 4 wt% A1 

showed a significant increase over that of the sample of 3 wt% Al when 

both samples were given a standard heat treatment of 900°C/22.5 minutes 

+ 750°C/2 days. The improvement of the overall J c at 14 T, by 

increasing the wt% A1 from 3 to 4, was > 50%. The overall J c of the 

latter was above 104 Alcm2 at 15 T and 4.2 K. 

A further increase of the Al content from 4 to 5 wt% Al seems to 

neither improve nor degrade the current-carrying capacity of the pro

duct wire. The overall-Jc-vs-B bands of samples of 4 and 5 wt% Al, 

similar to those shown in Figure 111-22 , are plotted in Figure 111-23. 

They are represented by the broken and solid lines , respectively • 

Overall J c > 104 A/cm2 at 15 T is still readily achieved, but there is 

no significant difference between these two bands. The reason, 

however, is unclear for the moment. The trend of the overall critical 

curent density with A1 content > 5 wt% should be further investigated. 
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Figure 1II-23. Overall critical current density bands of samples of 

5 wt% AI (811027) and 4 wt% AI (810608) as a funtion of 

the transverse applied magnetic field. 
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C.2. Areal Reduction Ratio 

The areal reduction ratio R shows a very significant influence on 

the overall critical current density of the P/M processed Nb3AI 

superconducting wire. In Figure 111-24 , overall J c of samples of 5 

wt% AI with 5 different reductions is plotted against the applied 

magnetic field B. These samples were all given an identical heat 

treatment of 900°C/22.5 minutes. The overall J c value increases con

sistently when R is increased from 630 to 880, 1740, 7640, and 17,700. 

Even for samples with R as high as 7640, the overall J c still undergoes 

an increase of - 50% at 14 T when R is approximately doubled. The 

curves are almost parallel to one another at higher fields. At lower 

fields, those of samples with very high reduction tend to be concave 

downwards. The effect of the areal reduction ratio can be more clearly 

presented if the overall critical current density at a particular field 

is plotted against R , and the result is shown in Figure 111-25. The 

curve on the right , indicated by open circles , is the overall-Jc-vs-R 

curve of the same samples shown in Figure 111-24 in an applied magnetic 

field of 14 T. It rises sharply at initial reductions but the slope 

tends to decrease as R is further increased. It is noticed that the 

curve has not yet reached a plateau even for R as high as 17,700 which 

corresponds to a reduction of 99.994% in the transverse cross section 

of the powder wire. 

Preliminary x-ray studies of these samples , using a diffracto

meter, indicate that there is a significant increase of the volume 

fraction of the A15 phase and a decrease of the a -phase when the 

reduction is increased. Two of the spectra are shown in Figure 111-26. 
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Figure 111-24. Overall critical current densities of 5 wt% Al samples 

(811027) of five different reductions as a function of 

the transverse applied magnetic field. 
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Figure 111-25. Overall current densities at 14 teslas and 4.2 K of 

samples of 5 and 2.5 wt% Al as a function of the areal 

reduction ratio. 
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Figure 111-26. Two x-ray spectra of 5 wt% AI samples (811027) of 

different reductions but of the same heat treatment: 

900°C/22.5 minutes. Areal reduction ratios are 1740 

and 4660 for the sample in the upper and lower spectra, 

respectively. 
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The x-axis is the 28 value of the diffraction in degrees and y-axis the 

intensity in counts. The areal redution ratios are 1740 and 4660 for 

the upper and lower spectrum, respectively. Silicon standards were in

corporated in both scannings and their peak positons in the two spectra 

are aligned with each other for illustration. Diffraction peaks due to 

Nb , a ,and Si phases are labeled in the upper spectrum while in the 

lower spectrum, only those due to the A15 phase are labeled. During 

the scanning, the sample stage was rotated with a speed> 60 rounds per 

minute about the normal direction of the flat sample surface. This 

could eliminate the texture produced by the high deformation process in 

two of the three dimensions. However, some of the diffraction peaks 

still exhibit abnormally high intensities, e.g. , those by the a (111) 

and A15 (310) in the upper and lower spectrum, respectively. One 

therefore must be careful in estimating the volume fraction of the 

phases present. A better way would be to use the spectrum obtained 

from the Debye- Scherrer camera using powdered samples. The amount of 

samples needed in employing this method is much smaller than that with 

a diffractometer. As shown in the figure , for the sample with the 

higher reduction, the A15 diffraction peaks are clearly visible. The 

sample with the lower reduction, on the other hand , only reveals small 

intensites of A15 diffracton peaks. If the abnormally high diffraction 

peaks are neglected, it is clear that the lower spectrum has a lower Nb 

to A15 peak-height ratio. For example ,after substracting the back

ground contribution, the peak height ratio between two nearby diffrac

tion peaks at low angle, namely, Nb (110) and A15 (200), is ~ 13 to 1 

in the upper spectrum. The ratio decreases to ~ 4 to 1 in the lower 

spectrum. In other words ,the volume fraction of the A15 phase is 
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significantly increased in the sample of higher reduction. 

The SEM studies also indicate that more Nb is consumed to form 

Nb-Ai compounds for samples with higher reductions. The transverse and 

longitudinal cross sections of two samples of R'= 880 and 7640, whose 

critical current densities are shown in Figures III-24 and 25, are pre

sented in the scanning electron micrographs in Figure III-27. Only the 

Nb phase remains after the chemical etching. The Nb phase of the 

sample of higher reduction ~learly occupies a smaller fracton in both 

cross sections. It is noticed that the residual Nb filaments of this 

sample have a much smaller width than those of the sample of lower 

reduction. 

For the moment , neither of the processing parameters discussed, 

namely, the Ai content and areal reduction ratio, is optimized, nor are 

other parameters, e.g.; the powder size ratio. Further study should 

be performed. In the next section , the relationships between the 

overall J c and powder size, R , and Ai content from the viewpoint of 

the reaction will be discussed • 

. D. Further Discussion 

In Figure III-25, two overall Jc-vs-B curves are presented. The 

curve on the right is that from samples of . 5 wt% Ai (811027) in this 

study, while the one on the left shows the results obtained by Akihama 

et al. 7 Both exhibit a similar variation with the reduction. They 

rise sharply at small R's and then tend to reach a plateau as R is 

further increased. The overall J c curve of the sample of 2.5 wt% Ai 

rises earlier at a smaller reduction and approaches the saturation 
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Figure 111-27. Scanning electron micrographs of 5 wt% Al samples of 

different reductions but of the same heat treatment: 

900°C/22.5 minutes. Areal reduction ratios are 880 

and 7640 for samples shown in the upper two and lower 

two micrographs. Figures (a) and (b) are the trans

verse cross sections. Figures (a') and (b~) are the 

longitudinal cross sections. Figure (a~) has a lower 

manificaton than the others as indicated by the micron

mark in the figure. 
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faster • It reaches 103 Alcm2 when R is just above 102 . and 

"" 5 x 103 A/ cm2 when R = 103• The overall J c of the sample of 5 wt% Al 

reaches 103 A/cm2 when R is ~ 103 but exceeds 5 x 103 A/cm2 if R 

is only tripled. The plateau of this sample , though not yet reached, 

seems to be higher than that of the sample on the left; a factor of 2 

is estimated. A probable explanation is presented in the following. 

Two parameters of the unreacted wire are proposed to investigate 

how the powder size , powder size ratio , AI content and R would 

influence the reaction if these parameters are varied: the thickness t 

of AI and Nb filaments (or ribbons) and the total area A of the Nb-AI 

interface. The influence to the reaction by the processing parameters 

mentioned above will be described in terms of these two parameters. 

If only the powder size is different , the wire employing smaller 

powders would have a larger Nb-AI interfacial area. The thickness of 

the filaments , on the other hand, would be smaller. During the reac

tion, therefore , there would be more chance for AI to react with Nb 

and , at the same time , the diffusion distance would be sma.ller. The 

total time needed to transform all of the AI in the wire into A15 

compounds would thus be shorter. This would result in the formation 

of the same amount of A15compounds but with smaller grain sizes since 

A15 grains would grow with the reaction time. It is generally believed 

that A15 grain boundaries are the main flux pinning centers in the A15 

superconducting wire.8- 16 Hence, the wire employing smaller powders 

would carry a higher critical current if every other parameter remains 

the same. This reasoning seems to be in accordance with the result 

obtained by Annaratone et a1.17 The critical .current of their "jelly-

rol1"-processed Nb3AI wire decreases linearly with the thickness of the 
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Al foil used. The Overall J c differs by an order of magnitude when the 

Al foil thickness is only decreased by a factor of .,. 4. 

If the ratio between powder size or the Al content is varied , the 

A value would also change. The closer the ratio is to 1 , the larger 

the A value would be. One should be careful when considering the 

optimal ratio , however , since Nb and Al powders have a different 

deformability. After the deformation , the ratio between Nb and Al 

filament thickness would thus be different from that between the ini-

tial powder sizes. The increase of Al content would also result in an 

increase of the volume fraction of the AIS phase in the product wire. 

If the areal reduction ratio R is increased ,t would decrease. 

The total time needed to consume all of the Al would also decrease as 

dicussed above. This conclusion is supported by the fact that, for the 

same annealing temperature and time, samples of higher R's have a 

higher volume fraction of AIS phase (see Figure 111-26 and the 

discussion in the last section). As a result, the overall Jc is higher 

for these samples. 

Looking into Figure 111-25 again, one could now explain the pheno-

mena based on the reasoning presented above. The sample of 2.5 wt% Al 

employs a much wider range of initial powder size , which extends from 

very small values up to 40 and 9 un for Nb and Al, respectively. The 
," ", 

average sizes are most probably around 20 and 5 ~ These are rather 

small as compared to those of the powders used in fabricating samples 

of 5 wt% Ai, which have an average powder size of approximately SO and 

20 ~ for Nb and Ai ,respectively. Therefore, samples of 5 wt% Al 

needs a larger reduction to achieve the same filament dimension as 

that of the samples of 2.5 wt% Al. Consequently, the overall J c curve 



of the former lies to·theright of the curve of the latter. Yet 

because of higher Al content , samples of 5 wt% Al could have a higher 

volume fraction of A15 compounds and thus could reach a higher overall 

J c after sufficient reductions. The extra effort made in achieving 

a higher reduction is compensated by the better quality of the wire 

fabricated. Meters of wires of uniform cross sections could be drawn, 

where the length of the wire was only limited by the facility avai

lable. The sample of 2.5 wt% Al , on the other hand , suffered severe 

difficulties when deforming and was not readily produced in long 

lengths. 18 It is interesting to note that samples of 3 wt% Al (810422), 

which employed similar ranges of the powder dimension as those of the 

sample of 2.5 wt% Al, could be deformed to an R of ... 1600 and be pro

duced in meters length without great difficulties. One possible factor 

that might contribute to the difference in deformability of these two 

wires is that the powders employed to fabricate samples of 3 wt% Al 

were passed through a micro- classifier to remove very fine particles. 

It is known that smaller powders have higher microhardness values, pre

sumably because these powders have a higher impurity content, e.g., 

oxygen. They are therefore more difficult to deforme. 
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CHAPTER IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The possibility of obtaining very promising values of the critical 

temperature and high - field critical current density in powder-

metallurgy- processed Nb3Al superconducting wires was demonstrated in 

this thesis work. Inductive Tc onset of 17 K with a superconducting

to-normal transition width of < 1 K and overall Jc of > 104 A/cm2 at 

15 teslas and 4.2 K were achieved. Double-step treatments, beginning 

with heat treatments at high temperatures followed by annealings at 

lower temperatures , were shown to be beneficial to both Tc and overall 

J c • An increase of the Al content from 3 to 4 wt% Al, with metallurgi-

cal considerations on the microstructure within the product wire, 

resulted in an increase of the critical current density. A further 

increase of 1 wt% Al seemed to neither improve nor degrade the critical 

current density. The reduction in the transverse cross section of the 

powder wire was found to play an important role in determining the 

overall J c • Overall J c of 5 wt% Al (81102) samples was found to be a 

monotonically increasing function of the areal reduction ratio Rand 

did not reach a plateau even for R as high as 17,700. Samples em-

ploying smaller powder sizes demonstrated a good overall Jc value at 

a smaller R. than those employing larger powder sizes. The latter, 

however, had a better deformability. The results suggest the impor-

tance of the Nb and Al filament thickness and the total Nb-Al interfa-

cial area of the powder wire in determining the peak current a Nb3Al 

superconducting wire can transport. 

Microstructural analysis of the reacted samples revealed a fine, 

complex microstructure. In the initial reaction, four phases were 
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found: the residual Nb , the Nb3Al (A15) , Nb2Al (0) and NbAl3. As 

annealing time progressed, the NbAl3 phase was consumed, but two 

competing phases, namely, the A15 and a-phases, remained along with the 

residual Nb. Preliminary x-ray studies using a diffractometer indi-

cated that a sample of higher reduction can have a higher volume frac

tion of the A15 phase than that of a lower reduction sample given an 

identical standard heat treatment. This was further supported by a SEM 

analysis on both transverse and longitudinal cross sections of the two 

samples. 

The powder metallurgy process is a simple , straightforward , and 

yet flexible process. The powder sizes ,powder size ratio(s) , and 

chemical composition can be varied easily. With suitable cladding 

materials, areal reduction ratio as high as 17,700 can be achieved 

using the laboratory facilities available ,which corresponds to a 

reduction of 99.994% in the transverse cross section. With the facili

ties available in industrial practice, much higher reductions can be 

expected. 

The results reported here suggest that much better properties are 

obtainable in the powder-meta11urgy-processed A15 Nb3Al superconducting 

wire. The further clarification of the microstructures should permit 

a choice of powder characteristics, wire processing, and heat treatment 

conditions leading to superior superconducting characteristics. To be 

employed as practical superconductors, the research on both the mecha

nical properties and the AC loss of the powder wire should also be 

performed. 
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